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BLENDED LEARNING CHALLENGE – TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS 
DISCUSSION SUMMARY 
 
THE CHALLENGE 
“Varying levels of technological requirements exist dependent on one’s role in the ‘classroom’ be it 
student, instructor, or teaching assistant.   
These include conditions necessary to create and consume participate/engage in the classroom 
experience as well as requirements related to technology use and health, for both educators and 
students.” 
 
CONTENT CREATION VS CONTENT CONSUMPTION  

• They may be trying to accomplish the same thing, but the challenges can be very different.  
PERSONAL COMPUTING  

• Course outlines require the use of a PC, but many students are using Macs which 
simply cannot run some of the required software, or the software is simply not available 
for Macs.  

• Although may be a discipline-specific challenge, problem may be compounded when students 
are undertaking courses from different disciplines.  

RELIABLE TECHNOLOGY FOR INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS  
• Not all instructors may have access to technology that enables the delivery of quality content 

(e.g. audio, video, digital).  
•  Perhaps having spare loaners or secondary devices (at least have some way of getting them at 

a discount) of good quality readily available on campus would help. Even having some 
recommended hardware, would go a long way.  

MULTIPLE PLATFORMS AND TECHNOLOGY OVERLOAD  
• Students can struggle if they have multiple classes using different tools for different courses 

(e.g., Zoom, Google Meets, Kaltura).  
• To further compound the challenge of multiple platforms, courses setup within each do not 

follow a standard format, which can further frustrate students trying to navigate multiple 
courses.  

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT  
• How can we create that optimal, synchronous environment of engagement?  
• Presented with too many technical barriers to setup, students may stop engaging completely.  

SUPPORT  
• May want to consider is support for remote teaching (not just tech support) but operational 

support.  
• Whether it's the ability to effectively pre-select pre-programmed technical settings or having 

some administrative help to setup a class.  
• “It's hard to be the actor, director, and camera operator at the same time”.  

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS IN CLASSROOMS 
• What are the technological requirements of the classroom for long-term blended learning?  
• What would be the best practices that can help us facilitate this method of teaching?  

TEACHING FROM CAMPUS, BUT NOT FROM A CLASSROOM  
• Do we consider remote lecturing from offices on campus?  
• In that case, there may be some things that some of the technical requirements could be easier 

to implement if you're teaching from one’s office (or the like) on campus where there is stable 



Internet connection, may be easier to implement from a technical and financial perspective than 
a classroom.  

TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS AND EXPENSES  
• The PD expenses may not be enough to cover additional devices required for remote teaching 

from home as opposed to being in in the classroom or office.  
 

 
BLENDED LEARNING CHALLENGE – TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS 
DISCUSSION DETAIL 
 
CONTENT CREATION VS CONTENT CONSUMPTION  

• 2-sided approach:  a technological requirement for the instructors and a technological 
requirement for the students. They may be trying to accomplish the same thing, but the 
challenges can be very different.   

• The platform is where they all come together, many instructors have found in the last 
year that the technology from last PC hardware refresh is not suitable for teaching in an online 
environment.  

• However, still dealing with the equivalent of content creation and content consumption, and 
whether you know the platform or not.   

• If one is trying to produce a live stream, bandwidth requirements may be different than if one 
consuming pre-recorded content, viewing a live stream. Even with a good Internet connection, it 
may be very different if you're broadcasting from your house as compared to if you are just 
trying to consume content.  

• The problem is some of those aspects are simply beyond one’s control.  
• For example, regarding internet connections, (as an instructor) I have no control if it's simply 

unreliable and no (service providers) are perfect and the same applies to the students.  
• And another big issue is that we've been forced into this online learning mode, but the 

technology may accommodate some of the classes. May work for some of the material, like a 
simple lecture, but it may never be able to accommodate a tutorial, which could prove to be a 
real disaster.  

• For example, teaching a lab while a TA is brought into the virtual classroom to help a struggling 
student within a breakout room. It’s a challenge with another 110 students, and half of them 
having problems so the technology is simply not ready yet. No matter how hard we are going to 
try it right now.  

• Does technology fit the task? And the answer is, “not every time”. The instructors simply need 
to adapt or modify the materials or, in some cases, simply remove (aspects) remove that 
simply don’t apply easy to online technologies. Then, once we all go back to “normal”, simply 
consider in the blended learning mode and determine what we're going to leave or and keep 
online and what we're going to bring back to the “live” (in-person) classroom.  

• When defining technical requirements, one of the considerations would have to be that if we're 
going to tell someone they are going to be lecturing directly from their home (instructor), 
they should have a typical Internet speed of at least “x”. Which may be different than if you are 
trying to consume content remotely (students).  

• That perhaps can be some basic guidelines of internet connectivity, PC specifications, etc.  
• Many instructors are not as technologically adept as others, but I think that a baseline like that 

is important.  For example, if one were to present PowerPoint and talk live, then this connection 



speed “x” is what you need. If one wants to present and run an application in real time at the 
same time online then "y” is what you might need, and that approach should 
be helpful to people because it's overwhelming to transition to online if you've never taught 
that way before, and the added aspect of frustration when your Internet doesn't work 
is monumental.  

 
PERSONAL COMPUTING  

• PCs versus Macs; course outlines require the use of a PC, but many students are using 
Macs which simply cannot run some of the required software, or the software is simply not 
available for Macs.  

• Mac is a good personal computing device, but it's not a business productivity tool so, the 
bottom line is, it simply doesn't work in some cases, so I think we need to have a clear policy 
that perhaps requires students to have a PC because from instructors just simply cannot switch 
between the variety of models that are out there (e.g. “For Mac users do this, PC do it the other 
way.”) It's not feasible and becomes unmanageable.  

• But this may be a discipline-specific challenge. For example, PCs may be required for 
Computer Science, FBIT or engineering, but for Social Science students, computer variability may 
not be as problematic. The problem may be compounded when students are undertaking 
courses from different disciplines.  

 
RELIABLE TECHNOLOGY FOR INSTRUCTORS AND STUDENTS  

• Not all instructors may have access to technology that enables the delivery of quality content 
(e.g. audio, video, digital).  

• Being able to record something clearly using proper microphones, not necessarily those within 
one’s laptop.  

• Good audio just improves the overall quality of the learning experience.  
• Tenured/tenure-track faculty may be able to afford a better microphone, but if you're a TA 

who's running a tutorial or sessional instructor, you are not likely to spend $100 on a 
microphone.  

• People are using their headsets (which helps), but at time others have poor audio can hardly be 
heard in meetings so some guidance may be required.  

• From a technical perspective, using a tablet PC most of the time and writing on the screen 
is challenging when one can't rely on the camera, especially if that's also where one is also 
writing from. Otherwise, it's going to be awkward.  

• Perhaps having spare loaners or secondary devices (at least have some way of getting them at 
a discount) of good quality readily available on campus would help. Even having some 
recommended hardware, would go a long way.  

• Other in-class tools that enable instructors to annotate or illustrate for remote students 
(e.g. document cameras, tablet devices).  

 
CHALLENGE: MULTIPLE PLATFORMS AND TECHNOLOGY OVERLOAD  

• Students can struggle if they have multiple classes using different tools. Should make it Faculty-
specific at this stage we not standardize. Disciplines are too different.  

• The challenge we have seen from students within a single faculty using different tools 
for different courses (e.g., Zoom, Google Meets, Kaltura.).  

• To further compound the challenge of multiple platforms, courses setup within each do not 
follow a standard format, which can further frustrate students trying to navigate multiple 



courses. From a TLC perspective, that design element not something that is innate to some 
faculty.  

• For example, FBIT have a standardized course outline template in Canvas and updated every 
semester to ensure the same look and feel across all the courses.  

• Recommend that each Faculty will develop specific guidelines, template set of best practices or 
template for the LMS.  
 

MANAGING TECH OVERLOAD   
• We should consider aids the university can provide in managing the physical costs of tech 

overload, whether that's guidelines or longer time between classes in a schedule, especially 
when students are in back-to-back classes all day online. Help students create a positive home 
environment for learning which may have not have considered to date, because they've just 
made it work for the pandemic.  

• It's not necessarily a technology solution, but it is something that needs to be addressed, 
perhaps outside of technology or as a result of the technology.  

 
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT  

• One of the biggest challenges have been lecturing to a “wall of muted cameras and 
microphones”, and not getting that engagement.  

• “How do we get more synchronous engagement with our students in this environment?”  
• “If we have to teach online, how do create that optimal environment of engagement?” 
• For students: presented with too many technical barriers to setup, students may tune out stop 

engaging completely.  
• To compound this challenge, there are different types of instructors. There are people only on 

either teaching or research tracks and they may have very different preferences. Most 
importantly, there are sessionals and they may have an entirely different requirement all 
together. Also consider two different unions of those aforementioned and thus potentially 
different instructional requirements.  

• There are no hard and fast rules on how you do any one thing, but recommendations (or a 
baseline) can be provided for those connecting from home, and whether one is delivering the 
content or if one is a student, some guidelines for consuming content.  

SUPPORT  
• May want to consider is support for remote teaching (not just tech support) but operational 

support.  
• For example, the Google Meets may require splitting breakout rooms before beginning an 

online and waste 10 minutes of teaching time to setup.  
• Whether it's the ability to effectively pre-select certain things or pre-programmed or having 

some administrative help to setup a class.  
• “It's hard to be the actor, director, and camera operator at the same time” recognizing that 

some people have never taught online before. So even just teaching online is one thing, and 
now you're asking them to also start and do all those other things right- it's a lot. It's not an easy 
transition for some people.  

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS IN CLASSROOMS 
• An automated class start concept was applied in the “Synergy” rooms- to have it as easy as 

possible where an instructor just shows up and it pushed one button and it turns the 
system on. But you may have an instructor who's not familiar with the in-room technology (e.g. 
cameras, screens, etc.) and how to interact with those in the correct way to ensure the lecture is 
captured for the remote students. 



• What are the technological requirements of the classroom for long-term blended learning? For 
example, if you are broadcasting to students at home, in person and recording your lectures as 
you are in a classroom? What would be the best practices that can help us facilitate this method 
of teaching? For example, having your lecture notes in front of you on a “comfort screen” and 
markings on the floor to demark the camera sight’s range.  

• Recommend to have some teaching faculty help in the design some of the classrooms.   
 
TEACHING FROM CAMPUS, BUT NOT FROM A CLASSROOM  

• Do we consider lecturing from offices on campus?  
• In that case, there may be some things that some of the technical requirements could be easier 

to implement if you're teaching from one’s office (or the like) on campus where there is stable 
Internet connection, may be easier to implement from a technical and financial perspective than 
a classroom.  

• How you design offices if we're at a point where instructors are no longer required to work from 
home and aspects such as childcare have been addressed? One may be considering returning 
to office and where there is more space and access to adequate technology to record or 
stream.  

• All TTT and teaching faculty are going to have a private office anyway, but if you have a TA or if 
you have a sessional instructor who may be in a bullpen normally, then they may actually 
want to set up a couple of these areas where they can do some of the broadcast.  

• It would be important for instructors to know what tools they have available for 
remote teaching.  

• If instructors do not have a reliable home Internet connection, an option to come to campus to 
use the stronger Internet connection and record a lecture from their office or classroom.  

• Some instructors are recording in class because they want to use whiteboards and they have it 
(the course) setup that way so knowing that there could be an option to do that other 
than teaching from a basement with a webcam.  

• Example: live streaming of nursing labs from the lab itself without on-campus students. Cameras 
focus on the mannequins, however there's a large technological requirement from the 
University side to make that feasible.  

 
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS AND EXPENSES  
• Technical requirements and expenses (may exceed PA funds).  
• FT staff may have to use PD funds for technology upgrades, accessories or tools to teach. For 

a sessional position, for example, teaching one single course, may now be asked to upgrade 
their Internet connection, procure a standard microphone green screen, etc.  

• Perhaps not an urgent matter at the moment but I think that's an important one eventually, so 
we need to kind of put it down into the document and see how it's all going to evolve in the 
future.  

• The PD expenses may not be enough to cover additional devices required for remote teaching 
from home as opposed to being in in the classroom or office.  

• Feedback may be that the PD account may be required for other things that could be related to 
research or things of that nature and in addition, required to video record lecture, then one 
should have access to something help do that.  

• Instructors often trying to adapt the things that they would normally in a classroom in 
a remote setting (e.g. digital information delivery using document cameras), and so any of the 
technologies help us do this whether it be writing on a pad of paper in place of 
a whiteboard and be able to transmit that without having to spend 15 minutes to figure it out.  



• Instructors don't necessarily know what is available, so a technological requirement could be if 
you're trying to do “x”, then “y” might be something to consider as a tool for remote teaching.  



Blended learning AC meeting Feb 9, 2021 

Room 2 

Faculty resources and support needs 

Describe the challenge and issues that need to be addressed to meet the challenge 

 

- Use of videos in online format – e.g. youtube videos not being allowed to play in recorded 
sessions 

- Recording not allowed, allowed for live sessions 
o Resources to help make decisions – e.g. copyright 

- Help to get answers 
- If you can’t do what you want to do, what is the solution?  
- Students not watching recordings  

o Recordings allow students to re-watch 
o Generally students want the recordings 

- More TA resources needed  
o Especially for large classes 
o Monitoring the chat and answer the questions 

- Reassess the assessment 
- Time 

o Because it’s new? 
o Maybe don’t need as much time in the future? 

- Could do more in the virtual space  
- Investing in what we are doing physically? (in person) 

o Why do they need to come to campus? What is the value of in person sessions 
o Rethinking the methods of in person 

- Is the culture open to re-inventing teaching?  
o People are open because the students like it 

- Can we use AI for marking? 
- Perusall 

o Reading or a video 
o Allows students to post  
o Keeps track of student posting and grading 

- Lab resources 
o Connecting remotely 
o Improving experience in person 

- Burn out of quizzes regularly 
- In the online environment there are so many different tools, no more pen and pencil, different 

resources are available. Different rules.   
- Better connection to other courses – for example how was the material presented in the pre-

requests and in later classes 
o Sharing 



o We are siloed, we don’t know how things are being done in other classes, could inform 
how we teach our courses 

o Faculty of Ed encourages the diversity of tools 
- Best practice forums 
- We overwhelm the students with the diversity of ways we present the information 

o We need resources to support faculty to be aware of what is going on across the faculty 
and within the faculties 

- Alternative forms of assessment 
o Self-assessment and peer assessment 

- Need a forum for sharing  
o Not just best practices 
o Hearing about the disasters – learning about the failures 
o How did you recover 

- In the past – profs were given a huge amount of resources to develop online teaching, time, 
buy-outs, etc 

-  



Blended Learning and Student Engagement: 

Our discussion included a balance and variety of panel members from senior admin, deans, tenure track 
faculty and students, which provided several lenses on how student engagement is, or is not, occurring 
in blended or online classes. 

Asynch Discussions:  Providing students choice of how and where to discuss  (staying on  Canvas, or 
using external LMS) is key to ensuring engagement. Instructor participation in the asynch discussion is 
also key to maintaining engagement and meaningful reflection. The challenges of assigning a grade to 
reflection, the authenticity of reflections, and the issues of mandating reflection were discussed. While 
these may work for some students, there can still be a sense of isolation. One solution suggested was to 
create smaller “family pods” of students or “home groups” who can create stronger relationships when 
classes are large. 

Videos: We were provided with a straightforward response that some students honestly never attended 
synchronous classes, but watched the videos of lectures on their own time. This creates a challenge of 
developing class community, but also has the advantage of anywhere anytime learning for students. 
Some felt it was a good way to flip the learning and ask questions of profs, others felt isolated. This may 
be an issue for students learning from home taking 5 classes all on video, so a balance of video and 
synchronous meetings in smaller pods may address this. 

CANVAS LMS: Student perspective indicated some challenges in how each professor tends to use 
different features of canvas, post course material in pages, or modules, or files, so this was 
overwhelming for some students taking 5 courses set up in entirely different ways.  On top of this, some 
professors prefer to use outside elements such as blogs, wikis, nings, which can add to student 
workload. So, the challenge is ensuring academic pedagogical freedom in course design, while trying to 
streamline for students where, and how, they are required to participate. 

Social interaction: There appears to be a need to find ways to intentionally create virtual social 
communities, to redesign, or replace, the on campus experience (eg virtual coffee house, virtual concert, 
virtual social settings) 

 

 



Blended Learning Discussion –
Report from Room 4 – Change 
Management
February 11, 2021



Goals for Today: 

2

We are asking each breakout room to:

• Describe the challenge succinctly.
• Identify the issues that need to be addressed to meet the 

challenge.  

The breakout room leader will prepare a summary of the 
discussion and submit it to the USGC.



The Change Management Challenge – The Sticky Notes 

3

Change Management: Represents change for some and people resist 
change; can be stressful because it's different; not understood by parents -
needs to be explained; An explicit for-profit strategy - this will be noticed and 
criticized by our students; it is not a great way to improve our reputation and 
enrolment; 

Who Was in Our Room? 
Facilitator: C. Foy, 
Attendees: M. Bliemel, G. Crawford, M. Eklund, L. Elliott, T. Pierce, C. 
Rodgers.



The Challenge Described: 

4

• Articulating the approach– acknowledging the breadth and scope of 
activities and approaches to blended learning within the university, how do 
we describe it in a meaningful way that serves to differentiate the 
university? Is there a description we can all get behind? 

• Once we know what we’re communicating/getting behind: identifying the 
impact of the change on various stakeholders, and creating the conditions 
for their acceptance of the change. Stakeholders include: Students (all 
levels) Parents, Influencers(guidance counsellors, teachers etc.), Faculty, 
Teaching Support, Learning Support, Decision-Makes (resourcing), 
Business/Employers, Government and … 



Meeting the challenge – Things to Consider

5

• Discussed model’s of change management (See Resources slide)
• Leavitt’s diamond – Structure, Technology, Task, People – change 1 and the other three will compensate to 

bring things back to equilibrium
• As the technology is changing, need to think about how are we changing the tasks, the structures and the 

people. 
• Engage our community, what is in it for each of the stakeholders? 
• Not doing it for doing its sake but to do things better/smarter/easier/less work/less confusion. Improve 

processes. Improve experience. 
• Considerations of equity and equal distribution – people have to feel equally treated, equally supported from 

where they are (some more tech savvy than others)
• Can’t perceive the change as top down or forced – all have to feel part of it. 
• Supports in Teaching and Learning, Service orientation,
• Not technological determinism rather tech with a conscience (in what we adopt and how we do it)



Meeting the challenge – Things to Consider

6

• Consider a design principles and project management approach – start with the problem, what are the user 
needs? What are the engineering/design requirements? What are the options for solutions? Design and Test. 

• Embrace consultation all the way through. 
• Don’t lose sight of the problem(s) we are solving. 
• Ontario Tech has to chart its own path technologically –constraints of the shared services model. 
• How do we support faculty trying out new things in the classroom – constantly seeing what is possible? 
• Need to consider the term “blended learning” – it’s used a lot and externally – what’s the external meaning?
• Who are the flagship institutions for blended learning? What can we learn? 



Resources Shared: 
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• See (attached: Change Management in Higher Education (shared by Greg Crawford)
• https://cio-wiki.org/wiki/Leavitt%27s_Alignment_Model
• https://cio-wiki.org/wiki/McKinsey_7S_Framework

https://cio-wiki.org/wiki/Leavitt%27s_Alignment_Model
https://cio-wiki.org/wiki/McKinsey_7S_Framework


CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Terri  Gault, MAC, CPA 
Psychology Department Manager

ULEAD Graduate (Adapted from ULEAD group project)



Agenda

Why am I speaking to you about change management?
• Change is a constant…even in stodgy old institutions of higher 

learning
• ULEAD Project Overview 

Change Management Theory
• Bridges
• Kotter
• Scott/Jaffe
• Kirkpatrick

Bain Report and Carolina Counts Background
Case Studies – Unified Business Clusters (UBCs), Human 
Resources
Discussion Topics



Change Management in Higher Education –
Important?

The only constant is change, continuing change, 
inevitable change, that is the dominant factor in 

society today. No sensible decision can be made 
any longer without taking into account not only the 

world as it is, but the world as it will be.
— Isaac Asimov 

(or was it Heraclitus, Greek philosopher)



Change Management in Higher Education –
Important?

A powerful combination of forces is bearing down 
on higher education, from a rapid increase in 
competition to technology-driven changes in 

course delivery methods, to significant 
decreases in public funding.  But beyond 
identifying what needs to change, university 

leaders must identify how to make change happen 
in an intentional, strategic manner. What are the 

unique challenges, opportunities, and approaches 
to change management at the University and in 

higher education in general?



Change Management in Higher Education –
Important?

Could many Universities follow Borders Bookstores into oblivion?

That was the vision laid out in September, when the Georgia Institute of Technology 
announced a new lab for disruptive ideas, the Center for 21st Century Universities 
(chronicle.com, March 7, 2012).

http://www.linkedin.com/e/50dfjx-h029f18c-36/nab/5583321532937019412/cjoNd3oVc38TdP8Tdz0MdzwRdiMPcjAUdPwRejcPc3gQcP4Se3kRb3kUc3kTc3sSd38Tc30QcjsUdjkIcP8Pe3gOe3oTdP0QcjARdjwRdiMOcjgVcj0TcPAOcPkNczcPe3kR/true/weekly/eml-tod2-b-pic-0/?hs=false&tok=1jcriDwdEiR581


ULEAD Project Overview

Team project:  Change Management in Higher Ed.
• Bain Report & Carolina Counts initiatives made interesting case studies

Four Initiative Areas of Bain Report studied
• Organizational Structure, Human Resources, Research Support, 

Facilities Services
Conducted interviews:

• Carolina Counts Program Office Director
• Carolina Counts Champions of each Initiative Area 
• At least two layers of organization leadership  

Researched change management theory  
Consulted with faculty mentor (David Kiel, CFE)



Theories of Change 
Management/ Implementation



Bridges’ Theory of Managing Transitions

Managing Transitions – Making the Most of Change by William Bridges

It isn’t the changes that do you in, it’s the transition.  
Transition: 
 Is the psychological process people go through to come to terms with new 

situation.
 Is required in order for change to work.
 Occurs between the ‘letting go’ of the old way and embracing of the new.
How to get them to let go – to end what used to be.
 Identify who is losing what, who will have to let go of what.  

 Old peer groups  
 Old patterns 
 Feeling of competence
 Chances for promotion, career expectations 

 Loss is subjective and personal – it is loss not change people react to.
 Expect signs of grieving:  Bargaining, Anxiety, Sadness, Disorientation, Depression

 Communicate repeatedly, constantly
 Deal with the past.  Mark the endings.  Treat the past with respect.



Bridges’ Theory, cont’d.

Managing the Neutral Zone – the key to transition.  
 Limbo between old sense of identity and the new.
 Neutral zone is not just meaningless waiting, it is necessary reorientation.
 Requires letting go of old identity.
 During this stage there is more turnover, uncertainty, questioning leadership, 

anxiety.
 But there is also the chance for creativity, renewal, innovation. 
Launching a New Beginning:
 Beginnings are psychological, not just practical.  
 Don’t happen by command, only when the transition process allows.
 To encourage and support a new beginning, use the four P’s:

 Purpose – the logic behind it
 Picture – how will the outcome look and feel 
 Plan – how we get there
 Part – give each person a part to play in the plan

 Reinforcing a new beginning
 Be consistent; Ensure quick successes – helps self confidence; Celebrate success



Kotter’s Theory of Managing Change

1.Establish sense of urgency by combating complacency
2.Create guiding coalition

“The combination of trust and common goal shared by people with 
the right characteristics can make a powerful team.” (p65)

3.Develop vision and strategy
4.Communicate the change vision early, often and in plain speak
5.Move beyond planning to action:  empower employees to pursuit 

the vision by aligning systems and removing obstacles
6.Generate Short-Term Wins
7.Consolidate gains and produce more change – not less
8.Anchor new approaches in culture – the new “way we do things 

around here”

Managing Change by John Kotter



Scott/Jaffe’s Theory of Personal Change

Managing Personal Change by Cynthia D. Scott and Dennis T. Jaffe

 Keys to Managing Personal Change
 Four stages on the path to change

 Denial
 Resistance
 Exploration 
 Commitment

 Focus on a few actions at a time
 Successful change is built in small steps

 Managing Individual Change
 Listen to yourself and understand how change affects you
 Renegotiate new roles and challenges during change
 Move beyond your resistance to change



Scott/Jaffe’s Transition Grid



Scott/Jaffe’s Theory of Organizational 
Change

Managing Organization Change by Cynthia D. Scott and Dennis T. Jaffe

Managing Organizational change
Understand your role in the workplace
Explore what the future workplace will be like
Provide change leadership
Deal with individual and group resistance
Negotiate new work arrangements

Organizational responses to change
 Top management feels isolated
Middle management feels squeezed
Employees/Workers feel resistant

 Effects of Change
 Feelings of loss (security, competence, relationships, sense of 

direction/territory)
“People do not fear change, they fear loss.” 



Kirkpatrick’s Theory of Managing Change

How to Manage Change Effectively by Donald Kirkpatrick

 Empathy
 Get to know the employees affected to know the anticipated feelings and reactions

 Communication
 Understanding the receiver and sender barriers to communication
 Oral is preferred over written communication 

 Participation
 Get involvement from those concerned with and affected by the change
 It begins when the top management believes that participation is needed and important from 

less senior levels
 Some middle managers will think it is a waste of time
 Don’t move too fast

People welcome change if the issues are addressed and they respect the source.



System Change – Satir Model



Carolina Counts – Introduction & Background

 Creation
Carolina Counts initiated by the Chancellor to carry out the key recommendations 
prepared in July 2009 by Bain & Company, that examined the campus operating 
structure and how to achieve greater efficiency

 Mission
To make the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill the most collaborative, well-
managed university in the country.

 Objectives
 to streamline campus operations and provide more funding for academics and University’s 

core missions 
 to implement simpler, more responsive systems and processes that enable informed decision-

making while complying with policies and laws 
 to reduce bureaucracy and create a more satisfying work environment for faculty and staff 





Challenges of Change Implementation at 
UNC

Challenge: UNC is large and decentralized; no campus-wide executive authority
 “Top-down approach doesn’t work at Carolina” 
 Champions appointed  in key areas to oversee initiatives.
 Each Champion’s team reviews ideas and implements strategically

Challenge: Budget cuts much greater than anticipated savings from Carolina Counts 
initiatives 
New Focus, new role for Carolina Counts:  identify opportunities for
 Less bureaucracy; streamlined processes; 
 Job enhancements to allow more authority, better training and growth 

opportunities, increased job satisfaction.

Challenge: UNC is an old university with strong legacy cultures
 Variation of cultural norms: Faculty vs. Staff; 14 Colleges, Offices, and Centers
 Bain’s experience with higher education was limited



Carolina Counts Case Studies: 
Organizational Structure, Human 

Resources Examples



Case Study 1 – Organization Structure

Challenge: Decrease organizational layers and 
increase spans of control.
Two major areas of focus for the Bain study were 

enhancing communication and decision making 
through reduced layers of management and 
achieving better scale and cost-effectiveness by 
consolidating selected administrative functions. 

Two specific concepts for consolidating administrative 
business services amongst units involve the creation 
of a "unified business cluster" (UBC) and elevating 
the administrative services to a higher level within the 
organization ("elevated business function," or EBF). 



Case Study 1 – Organization Structure

Example #1:  Associate Provost for Academic Initiatives UBC 

Approach: 
• ‘Layered’ approach in which key people worked with each layer (Director, Business Manager)
• Used ‘carrot’ – centers got to keep the funding and position but they had to repurpose the 

position
• Pre-planning – there had already been discussions about establishing a Business Center, so 

much of the concept had already been developed

Communication:  
• Had formal advisory committees for planning with regular structured meetings
• Met one-on-one with direct reports regularly and discussed progress
• Discussed at bi-annual Center Director meetings

Evaluation:
• Feedback indicates that the UBC is largely viewed positively.  Many units have greater 

support now than before.   No evaluation of savings, however. 
• InfoPorte access helped dramatically, gave Center Directors and Provost Office view of 

center financial information.
• Feedback indicates that the units that are happiest had inadequate HR and Finance support 

before. 
• A few units feel they are less well supported than before.  The UBC doesn’t provide the level 

of support they had been accustomed to. 



Case Study 1 – Organization Structure

Example #2:  Arts & Sciences Dean’s Office of Natural Sciences UBC
 Approach: 

 Took advantage of vacancy in Business Manager positions in two science departments to 
implement the new structure.

 Created liaison positions in each unit, repurposing former manager positions.  Moved 
accounting and HR positions to UBC.

 Encouraged units to work with UBC by restricting unit-level access to HR and Finance 
systems.

 Just “jumped off the cliff” – just did it. 
 Took much longer than hoped to put into place; gap in admin support and backlog.

 Communication:  
 Too little face-to-face interaction between UBC and supported units hampered relationships 

and trust in the new structure. 
 Differences in culture in various departments was an unanticipated hindrance.
 Improved communication processes in second round (Dean’s Office UBC).

 Evaluation:
 Jury is still out on how well the UBC model works.  Early struggles have only recently been 

ironed out, so the fully-functioning model has not been in place long.
 Short term cost savings small to none – invested more dollars in college UBC in order to 

allow for long-term growth. 
 Feedback indicates that units that are happiest had turnover in key positions, less 

institutional memory of how it has always been done. 



Case Study 1 – Org Structure: Lessons 
Learned

 General Lessons learned for future process improvement
 Don’t be penny wise, pound foolish in making big decisions.
 Communication is key.
 Give people an opportunity to voice their thoughts.
 Bring in people on the ground early – can’t assume you know how things work.
 Even if you know you have to press forward with a change, do it with all voices 

and perspectives heard.  Learn about potential issues in advance. 
 A difficulty is managing the HR-transition or “people” transition.

 People lose identity, some rough transitions, some wouldn’t relinquish role.   
 Difficulty also defining roles of unit liaisons and of UBC staff. 
 Incorporating staff who were there previously is difficult.  They have preconceived 

notion of how things should be done. 
 Must have plan for covering workload during transition so that the new UBC 

doesn’t start out behind.  Put the UBC in place, then make changes to the 
unit.  

 UBC staff must initiate face-to-face interaction early with supported units, 
and maintain regular personal interactions over time.  Proximity matters.



Case Study 2 – Human Resources

Situation
 400+ HR facilitators distributed throughout the organization & several distinct offices 

are involved
 Inconsistent customer service delivery
 Central HR interacts with HR personnel with a wide range of HR experience and 

capabilities 
 Some existing HR systems and processes are often a hurdle instead of an enabler
 Handling requirements of state personnel system add complexity to HR processes 
 Goal = elevating the HR delivery system

Key Questions
 How can system inadequacies and policy hurdles be dealt with effectively and 

expediently?
 How can core HR activities and personnel be better structured?

Solution
 Six projects identified to specifically address these key questions



Case Study 2 – Human Resources

□Approach:
• Bain Report as a tool to bring energy and resources  to the mission
• Identified key change agents for the guiding coalition
• Utilized HR Administrative Advisory Council (HRAAC)
• Engaged various levels of the team to identify key issues through 

retreats, external facilitators and focused meetings  
• Systems alignment included new information management systems, 

processes to support the mission, and reorganizing the department
• Timeline and action steps in line with cultural assessment of OHR 

and greater university
• Long-term perspective on the implementation and value of the 

functions 



Case Study 2 – Human Resources

□ Communication:  
 Regular and focused team meetings by Project Leaders
 Sought feedback regularly from stakeholders across campus

HRAAC consulted as “sounding board” and resource 
 Updated information included in multiple delivery formats
 Regular messages from Brenda Malone to the UNC campus regarding 

movement in the specific project areas
 Meetings, communications, and resources provided to Vice 

Chancellors and Deans regarding implementation of policies 
impacting staff

□ Evaluation:
 Anecdotal feedback indicates that the changes in completed projects 

are largely positive, providing access to information more easily.
 Costs savings are not yet clear.



Case Study 2 – HR: Lessons Learned

Carolina Counts and Bain Report was an opportunity to elevate the 
department’s mission
Followed methodical approach to implementation
Involved team members across all levels of service delivery and selected 
authorities in leadership positions
All members of senior leadership team maintained keen eye on the fact 
that all affected parties had to feel as if they were heard and actually 
needed to be represented in the solution set, timeline, and all elements 
of change implementation
Created space for open dialogue
Conducted critical data analysis to create a focused vision, strategy and 
coordinated team effort



Suggestions for 
Managing Change in Higher Education

 Identify key individuals or change agents within organization.  Create guiding coalition 
to identify the problems and seek solutions.   

 Context of solutions must take organization environment into account. (e.g., 
decentralized authority, political/economic climate’s impact in the near-term) 

 Communication is key: engage multiple levels of the organization and communicate 
early, often, repeatedly, in plain speak.

 Allow for transition process and build it into the overall strategy.   Understand the 
stages of change: denial, resistance, exploration and commitment.  Expect a period of 
chaos.

 Empathize with the sense of loss that many may experience.
 Reinforce the new beginning by ensuring quick successes.
 Empower employees for broad-based action by aligning systems and personnel to the 

new vision.



Discussion Points

 What characteristics of the UNC environment make the process of change 
management a challenge?  Which provide a positive environment for change?

 As you think about your own department, can you identify particularly successful 
strategies used during change implementation?

 What  is the most important factor to consider when implementing change? 



QUESTIONS?
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Academic Integrity breakout room for blended learning discussion 

Attendance: Philip Shon, Ferdinand Jones, Joe Stokes, Langis Roy, Elita Partosoedarso 

Items discussed 

• Philip attended a workshop hosted by Turnitin: he shared a couple of workarounds by students that 
lowered the “plagiarism score,” that is the use of white quotations (inserting quotations but in white 
so that it is invisible to the naked eye) and the insertion of seemingly blank pages with white writing 
(again, invisible to the naked eye to lower the percentage of the word count). 

• Ferdinand shared how he has an academic integrity pledge that students in his courses sign, as well 
as the adoption of multiple versions of assessments, used with no backtracking and randomized 
order of questions. Also the use of problem-based or scenario-based assessments to make it more 
difficult to search for answers online 

• Joe encourages use to focus on major offenses, how to address mass cheating as it is easier to do 
online. Perhaps use instance of widespread cheating as an object lesson to reduce subsequent 
instances of cheating. Perhaps policy needs to be looked at as some cultures value group work and 
collective knowledge rather than individual submission such that academic integrity offences can be 
inadvertent or not deliberate. Talked about strategies and risk mitigation to focus on more serious 
instances of academic integrity 

• Langis encouraged the use of multiple lower stakes assessments, perhaps with using alternate 
assessments in a iterative format to achieve final result.  
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